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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS, RISK AND DISCLAIMER 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THE “Legal Considerations, Risks and 
Disclaimer” SECTION CAREFULLY.  WE RECOMMEND YOU CONSULT A LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) OR EXPERTS FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE PRIOR TO 
PARTICIPATING IN THE GLOBAL PROFIT TECHNOLOGIES TOKEN DISTRIBUTION OUTLINED IN THIS 
WHITE PAPER. YOU ARE STRONGLY ADVISED TO TAKE INDEPENDENT LEGAL ADVICE WITH 
RESPECT TO THE LEGALITY OF YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS TOKEN DISTRIBUTION AS IT APPLIES 
IN YOUR JURISDICTION. YOU SHOULD NOTE THAT IN THE TOKEN DISTRIBUTION TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS WHICH CAN BE FOUND AT WWW.GLPT.IO THAT YOU ARE ACKNOWLEDGING AND 
ACCEPTING AS PART OF THE PROCESS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE TOKEN DISTRIBUTION, YOU ARE 
REPRESENTING THAT YOU HAVE INDEED TAKEN INDEPENDENT LEGAL ADVICE.  
 
Please note that this is a summary of the legal considerations, risks and disclaimers document 
which can be found at www.glpt.io and which you must read in full: (i) making use of this White 
Paper and any and all information available on the website(s) of Global Profit Technologies, Inc. 
(the “Company”) and/or (ii) participating in the Company’s token sale outlined in this White 
Paper (the “Token Sale”).  Any undefined capitalized terms below shall have the meaning set out 
in the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” section. This summary should not be relied on 
in place of reading the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” section in full.  
 
The “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” section the full version of which can be found 
at www.glpt.io applies to this White Paper and any and all information available on the Website. 
The contents of the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” section outlines the terms and 
conditions applicable to you in connection with (i) your use of this White Paper and of any and 
all information available on the Website; and/or (ii) your participation in the Token Sale, in each 
case, in addition to any other terms and conditions that we may publish from time to time relating 
to this White Paper, the Website and the Token Sale (such terms hereinafter referred to as the 
“Terms”).   
 
The information set forth in the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” section may not be 
exhaustive, and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. While we make every 
reasonable effort to ensure that all information: (i) in this White Paper; and (ii) available on the 
Website (all the information in the White Paper and all information available on the Website 
hereinafter referred to as the “Available Information”) is accurate and up to date, such material 
in no way constitutes professional advice.  
 
Tokens do not entitle you to any equity, governance, voting or similar right or entitlement in the 
Company or in any of its affiliated companies. Tokens are sold as digital assets, similar to 
downloadable software, digital music and the like. The Company does not recommend that you 
purchase Tokens unless you have prior experience with cryptographic tokens, blockchain-based 
software and distributed ledger technology and unless you have taken independent professional 
advice.  



The token distribution offering presented by Global Profit Technologies, Inc. (hereafter, the 
“Company”) does not constitute a sale of securities or a fundraising operation. Tokens are all 
offered free of charge. Purchasing tokens from third parties poses several risks to buyers, in 
particular, that of losing all amounts traded for GCU. You acknowledge and agree that there are 
risks associated with purchasing, holding, and using GCU in connection with the Company’s 
product, services and platform developed for such products and/or services (hereafter, the 
“Platform”), as disclosed and explained in this White Paper and in the Terms and Condition 
available at https://www.glpt.io. 
 
BY PURCHASING GCU from any party, YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND ASSUME THESE 
RISKS. Only people who are fully aware of these risks should acquire GCU. 

 
Citizens, nationals, residents (tax or otherwise) and/or green card holders of each of: (i) the 
United States of America (U.S. Person - within the meaning of “Regulation S” of the Securities Act 
1933 under U.S. law); (ii) Singapore; (iii) South Korea; (iv) the People’s Republic of China; or (v) 
any other jurisdiction which prohibits the possession, dissemination or communication of the 
Available Information and/or prohibits participation in the purchase of Tokens, or any such 
similar activity, or any other Restricted Persons are advised to refrain from the purchase of tokens 
in any way that may be construed as a violation of applicable laws. In no event shall the Company, 
or any current or former Company Representatives be liable for the Excluded Liability Matters. 
The Company does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, 
warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any 
representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of 
any of the information set out in the Available Information. You should carefully consider and 
evaluate each of the risk factors and all other information contained in the Terms before deciding 
to participate in the Token Distribution. 
 
Please do not copy or disseminate any part of this White Paper without including this disclaimer.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
The growth in the cryptocurrency markets over the past three years has been exponential and 
has progressed to a point where mass adoption is readily apparent. While the overall market 
capitalization for this market is still extremely low in comparison to traditional markets and, in 
fact, miniscule in relation to fiat currency markets, there is massive potential for growth. This 
potential has brought both serious investors and speculators alike, to this market. Since the 
introduction of Bitcoin and subsequently Ethereum, Ripple, Monero etc. liquidity for these 
instruments has previously been lacking. However, a significant boost in new capital in late 2017, 
has brought the market to an inflection point where, adequate liquidity makes successful market-
timing based trade automation a reality. This in turn, will likely spur yet more growth in 
cryptocurrency trading, as more traders will see the maturity of the market and want to speculate 
on the volatility.  
 
Most savvy traders are aware that Automated Trading Systems (ATS) have a history of varied 
sophistication and efficacy in traditional markets. While the typical ATS has problematic 
limitations, the Crypto-DAT™ software we have developed allows traders unrivaled variation and 
sophistication all without any required knowledge of coding for the trader. Our system will offer 
traders tools that will provide a significant advantage in finding and exploiting trade 
opportunities. By offering our Software as a Service (SaaS) through a token offering rather than 
simply accepting fiat currency for the license, we intend to help expand the scope and acceptance 
of the overall market for digital assets.     
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
It’s no secret that traditional financial markets have generally become increasingly unstable in 
recent years, subject to flash crashes, competitive pressures, diminishing commission pools and 
decreasing leverage. The use of automation at the institutional level and a lack of transparent 
trading logic have only exacerbated the problem, opening questions of fairness. At the retail 
(non-institutional) level, Forex traders have been categorized based on their rate of success and 
account size and the vast majority of traders have been relegated to B-book (Casino Treatment) 
of trade routing, where trades were kept in house by the brokerage. As evidence of impropriety 
by many retail brokerages surfaced, an ever-expanding regulatory regime has inevitably resulted. 
While much of this regulation has been focused on safeguarding traders, in many cases the result 
has also been a restriction of freedom and of choice for the non-institutional trader. The 
culmination of abrupt regulatory action against several retail brokerages and the restriction 
against foreign brokerage accounts for non-accredited (non-wealthy) traders has effectively left 
Forex traders in the U.S. with just two options for Forex brokerages.   
 
While the Great Recession was certainly a major catalyst in the creation of Bitcoin, one might 
argue that the exodus of self-directed Forex traders from embattled and defunct Forex 
brokerages added much needed volume to the fledgling crypto currency industry. 
Serendipitously, the advent of Ethereum in 2014, created both a new paradigm for blockchain 
technology, while also creating the first platform for the creation of unlimited “alt-coins”, giving 
Forex traders an industry replete with volatility sufficient to satisfy the most voracious risk 
appetite. As more and more traders have become aware of the lack of red tape, much needed 
volume has flowed into the exchanges and brokerages, creating more liquidity and thus a 
smoother order flow at the most popular brokerages.  
 
Indeed, it was liquidity that was the crucial factor for our team as we watched this market mature, 
and while there is still much room for maturation in the cryptocurrency trading industry, the 
recent rush of capital into this space has made it ripe for trade automation in a variety of forms, 
where in previous years, automation could have proven quite dangerous to attempt. While large 
investment firms with teams of developers had successfully created arbitrage automation, this 
was not made available to the public. Instead, many non-institutional traders found themselves 
turning to only the handful of retail trading robots that were available. Many of these were 
developed by traders and coders with little trading experience and thus offered limited 
functionality. Predictably, many cryptocurrency traders learned a painful lesson that has been 
learned by so many Forex traders over the years – not all automated trading systems are created 
equal. Unfortunately, many cryptocurrency traders fell prey to poorly conceived and poorly 
constructed trading systems that lost them money in a market that was making so many 
“HODLers” (Hold On for Dear Life) wealthy. 
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In light of the very limited availability of truly automated platforms for self-directed traders, one 
can conclude that self-directed traders have been at a considerable disadvantage to the 
institutional traders.  While efforts are being made to produce and sell automated trading 
products, the efficacy of such products continues to be questionable at best. Many of the 
available automated products have done more to negatively impact the trader’s account than to 
make the trader profitable. The cryptocurrency trader needs a completely reimagined form of 
trade automation and the general public, interested in accessing profitable systems, need a way 
to access such systems that is as innovative as the systems themselves. We believe that the 
timing is now right for such an offering, and with our vast experience in Forex trade automation, 
we believe that our technology and offering will be positively disruptive to the financial services 
industry as it grows within this new asset class.   
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE FOUNDER 
 
 
Meet Joseph Nemeth 
 

 
 

  

Joseph Nemeth has been actively trading a 
variety of instruments including equities, 
options and Forex for over 30 years. In 2004 
he began the development of a highly 
sophisticated, fully automated, stand-alone 
personal Forex trading software. After an 
investment of more than 50,000 man-hours 
of programming/testing, and more than 
$17,000,000, Nemeth launched the 4X-DAT 
software, allowing self-directed traders to 
automate their own trading strategies or any 
of the strategies that Nemeth had already 
built. This technology was later re-developed 
into a fully automated trading platform for 
exclusive use by Nemeth’s own STP Forex 
Brokerage, known as Automata FX. Since 
then, Mr. Nemeth has developed nearly 40 
highly profitable trading strategies for Forex 
and is now applying his vast trading insight to 
the cryptocurrency markets. 
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WHY AUTOMATION? WHY NOW? 
 
 
Advantages of Automation 
 
While the fact that the Cryptocurrency markets are trading 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 
the benefits of this availability are coupled with challenges for manual traders.  Manual traders 
are human, and therefore require breaks from trading for food, sleep etc. Software, however, 
requires none of this. Additionally, software has no emotion and it does not suffer any internal 
conflicts of fear or greed in when deciding on placing a trade. While these advantages are 
generally self-evident, there are some other notable advantages to address.  

One notable advantage of automation is that it offers the ability of the trader to execute back 
testing of the strategy in order to test the potential viability of the algorithms in a live 
environment. Likewise, forward testing (paper trading) in a live environment is also much easier 
and effective as the software can test on considerably more data, thus reducing the time needed 
to assess the viability of the parameters in question. 

As of the date of this white paper, the cryptocurrency market offers over 1,500 [1] known digital 
currencies. This growth is anticipated by many analysts to continue with more innovative projects 
emerging with utility token and/or security token backing. While cryptocurrency markets are 
anticipated to grow in market capitalization, many anticipate Bitcoin to give up market share to 
other digital assets, opening new trade opportunities. This pattern was identified by researchers 
at Cornell University as early as May of 2017: 

While this exponential growth is ongoing, Bitcoin’s market share is falling. The 
top five biggest currencies—Ethereum, Ripple, Litecoin, Dash, and Monero—now 
account for 20 percent of the market. And the trend for Bitcoin is clear. “This 
would predict Bitcoin market share to fluctuate around 50 percent by 2025”. [2] 

It therefore becomes readily apparent that a single human trader or even a massive team of 
traders could not possibly monitor the entire market, pinpoint trading opportunities across the 
entire market and act on those opportunities in an effective manner.   

Additionally, with nearly 200 [3] known exchanges/brokers (at the time of this writing) the highly 
fractional nature of this market offers both challenges inherent in limited volume (which can 
create illiquidity premium), while at the same time offering opportunities for capturing that 
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illiquidity premium (arbitrage). Given this challenge, software is truly more capable of identifying 
the price discrepancies across exchanges than any human.   

New Volume: Cryptocurrency Market Ripens For Automation 

Late 2017 marked a pivotal moment for the cryptocurrency markets as new capital flowed quickly 
into the market. The new capital was not only instrumental in putting this new asset class “on 
the map” of investors, traders and even much of the general public but it also opened the door 
for trade automation. Prior to this time, liquidity at many of the brokerages was insufficient to 
create an environment conducive to most aspects of automated trading.  

Prior to the Fall of 2017, prices varied widely from brokerage to brokerage. While arbitrage 
opportunities were plentiful, the basis for the discrepancies was ultimately a general lack of 
market participants, and thus, a sparse order book at most brokerages. Trade automation, if it is 
to be focused on a market timing/trend following approach rather than an approach based on 
capturing illiquidity premium, requires the ability of the trader to predetermine incremental 
trades that will trigger at market prices rather than limit prices. This is critical for a trading 
algorithm as it enables the strategy to successfully have its orders filled in fast moving markets. 
In illiquid markets, this approach can (and presumably for many traders did) result in large orders 
being only partially filled. It also likely led to many traders suffering a “front running” of their 
positions. As liquidity flowed into the cryptocurrency markets throughout the end of 2017, the 
order books of the most prominent brokerages began to quickly fill in sufficient quantity to make 
trend-following strategies viable.   

Our team has watched as numerous trade automation programs were released to the public for 
trading within the cryptocurrency market. Unfortunately, these were released in much the same 
way that Expert Advisor (EA) Programs were dumped onto an unsuspecting community of would 
be Forex traders. Much of the programming was hidden; much of the back-test data was based 
on optimized information and rarely was forward testing information available. Additionally, it is 
our opinion that the time was not right for most of these programs to be made available. Given 
the recent market growth, however, and in consideration of the factors noted herein, we believe 
that our software can be safely and profitably used in these markets. We are pleased to bring our 
offering to the cryptocurrency trader/investor with limited time to trade, knowledge of trading 
or anyone desiring a fair, equitable and profitable cryptocurrency based, and software backed 
offering.     
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OUR APPROACH TO TRADE AUTOMATION  
 
 
Sequence Trading – Designing Algorithms For Resilience 
 
In 2004 Joseph Nemeth coined the term “Sequence Trading”. Sequence trading is a method of 
viewing groups of similar trades on the same currency pair or cryptocurrency pair as it were, as 
inventory that can be managed to profitability. The ability to pair up winning trades with losing 
trades and thus liquidate partial positions in an ultimately profitable sequence can allow for new 
inventory to be acquired and re-open the possibility of catching a run in the market. Recognition 
of this opportunity requires constant monitoring that can only be effectively conducted through 
automation. Every trader seeks opportunities to catch big market moves and a bloated basket of 
open inventory can be detrimental to this. Sequence trading allows the trader to open more 
opportunities for profitable trades than simply “HODLing” and riding the market as it moves 
against our open trades. Through both our development of fully automated trading systems, and 
prior manual trading experience, we have come to find that sequence trading is the most 
effective way to confidently trade within volatile markets and is at the core of every algorithm 
we develop.    
 
Professional Forex traders with realistic risk to reward goals have typically anticipated closing 2-
4% per month in profits. However, with the massive amount of volatility available in 
cryptocurrency trading, it is not rare to see traders looking for 5% or more on their overall basket 
of trades before taking profits. Years of experience have shown us that smaller profit targets are 
often easier to achieve than larger ones and may open more opportunities as sequences close 
faster.  
 
For purposes of our sequence development, we establish targets based on rigorous back-testing, 
evaluating the following parameters for each algorithm: 
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It is noted that invariably, market forces have the most bearing on the outcome of both the size 
of one’s drawdown and the time it takes to achieve the overall sequence profit target. With 
regard to margin, however, parameters can be set.  When brokerages offer margin trading, max 
margin settings need to be selected to reduce the risk of ruin. However, an additional 
consideration is required for ways to free up margin by selectively closing open trades to avoid a 
sequence getting stalled at maximum margin levels. 
 
Ultimately, the ability of an algorithm to consistently and frequently reach profit objectives is the 
true measure of the efficacy of a strategy. Decades of active trading and careful consideration of 
the relationship between variables within our platform, have helped us establish settings that 
are conducive to the volatility available in the cryptocurrency markets.    
 
 
Developing Loss Avoidance Protocols   
 
Automated strategies are crucial to sustained success in actively trading 24-hour markets like 
that of cryptocurrency. However, as with all automation, vigilant and aggressive monitoring is 
required at the outset, as trade automation, with the wrong selection of settings, can be as 
powerful in generating losses as it can be in generating profits. As such, our strategies are 
developed with careful consideration of the impact of even the slightest variables in order to 
avoid a systemic failure of the strategy.  Our automated strategies are developed with functions 
and parameters that can “pump the brakes” to avoid a scenario where the strategy could run 
afoul of the trending market, producing unintended consequences. To do this, we evaluate the 
following  settings to keep the strategy in check and manageable: 

 

 
1. Max drawdown 

 
2. Anticipated duration of sequences 

 
3. Risk of ruin (where margin trading is available) 

 
4. Max margin contribution (where margin trading is available) 

 
5. Trade interval (price distance between trades) 

 
6. Efficacy of trade recovery settings 
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* When entering positions with larger trades we often consider using wider trade intervals to 
keep margin usage low and reduce overall risk.  
 
Our many years of trading experience has shown us that designing trading automation is much 
like developing strategic emergency preparation planning and that the measure of one’s 
preparedness is directly correlated to one’s ability to survive difficult circumstances. Having a 
solid and well-prepared game plan eliminates confusion and frustration, reduces risk, and 
positions our algorithms to capitalize on market action that may perplex other traders. Our 
algorithms have undergone years of back testing and testing in live and highly volatile markets 
and have undergone routine review and adjustment as markets have evolved. Our ability to 
prepare a highly detailed response to adverse market conditions in advance of those conditions 
offers us a significant advantage that we are prepared to extend to our clientele through our 
offering.  

 

 
 
  

 
1. Individual trade sizes are set at a very small percentage of the 

overall account size; and are dependent on the number of currencies 
will be traded.  

 
2. Positions are incrementally added in the direction of the market 

only after preceding trades have achieved a profit target.  
 

3. “Trade Intervals” (spacing between trades on the same currency 
and in the same direction) are implemented based on past and 
ongoing analysis of the range in daily price fluctuations, and are 

correlated to position sizing.* 
 
4. Profit stops and/or trailing stops are utilized or replaced with “virtual 

hedge*” orders to protect profits.  
 

5. Dollar-Cost-Averaging techniques are used where the strategy 
incorporates technical analysis of trend indicators. Positions are only 

“bought down” when longer term trends are reflected by prevailing 
indicators.   
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INTRODUCING THE CRYPTO-DAT (DYNAMIC AUTOMATED TRADER) 
 
Developing Automated Trading Software For The New Era of Cryptocurrency Trading 
 
The typical amateur trader frequently commits the cardinal sin of buying when the market is high 
and selling when the market is low. This typically occurs as most traders rely on one or more of 
the various commonly used “technical indicators,” which by their very nature are “lagging”, 
meaning that they provide a delayed trading signal only after a good portion of the market move 
has already taken place.  Professional traders, however, may use some technical indicators for 
entering partial positions and build the position only as the trend remains intact, closing positions 
as the trend reverses.   

 
This is precisely the trading concept behind the Crypto-DAT™.  It incorporates a proprietary yet 
simple mathematical logic, which allows you to accumulate a position as the market is moving in 
the direction of your trade.  As the market turns, the position is ideally closed with a profit and 
the software awaits new entry conditions. As short selling is very limited in the cryptocurrency 
markets, trending short term bearish markets are not acted upon by the software.     

 
The problem would of course be in knowing, ahead of time, in which direction the market was 
getting ready to go. Fortunately, this is not a problem when using the Crypto-DAT™ as the 
platform does NOT require this information. It instead, follows the current market trend and 
automatically opens trades only when the market moves in the desired direction.  This is made 
possible by a proprietary built-in automated trading module, called the “Harvester.” This module 
scans the markets 24 hours a day and automatically reacts to a pre-determined market move, 
which then triggers a pre-programmed mechanical trading sequence.  The Crypto-DAT™ not only 
initiates new trades in the direction of the market, but also closes them automatically upon 
reaching a desired profit (using proprietary logic).  
 
All that is required on the part of the trader is setting-up a few basic trading parameters or 
uploading a prebuilt strategy to be offered by Global Profit Technologies, and the software does 
the rest. It does not need to follow any lagging technical indicators because all of its trading 
sequences are largely mechanical.  Additionally, the software minimizes losses by its ability to 
manage many open trades at the same time, as well as monitoring unlimited number of trading 
sequences all at once, which would otherwise be humanly impossible. It combines both winning 
and losing trades into a hedging-like trading combination to optimize the profitability of each 
trade.  
 
Most importantly, the Crypto-DAT™ trades on FACT and DATA – not on emotion. Because the 
software possesses no human emotions, the Crypto-DAT™ can execute each trade much more 
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accurately, precisely and dependably than any human trader could, even on his/her very best 
trading day.   

 
In summary, the Crypto-DAT™ is an extremely sophisticated software application for automated 
trading, designed for both experienced and beginner traders alike to maximize their trading 
success. The software helps traders with the following four essential aspects of trading: 
 

 
 
Utilizing a proprietary “artificial intelligence”, it is the only trading software application known to 
exist, which is capable of simultaneously managing unlimited number of trades in an unlimited 
number of currency markets, performing countless calculations that would otherwise be 
humanly impossible.  
 
Hypothetical Shorts – An Innovative Approach To Trade Management 
 
The Crypto-DAT™ benefits from years of innovative operations developed for Forex trading and 
directly applicable to this new asset class. Adversity tends to breed innovation and the Dodd-
Frank Act in the U.S. certainly led to new approaches to Forex trading for Joseph Nemeth, as 
hedging was effectively eliminated for retail, self-directed Forex traders. In the wake of this 
decision, Nemeth created a Hypothetical Short Selling function within his software that creates 
a “short” hedging trade against a losing long trade, rather than applying a stop loss. While in 
actuality, the long trade had been closed by the broker rather than both opposite direction trades 
being opened, the point of reference for the long trade was never lost, which is crucial for a trader 
if the trader is to find success despite the occasional losing trade. This approach is also ideal for 
uni-directional markets like cryptocurrencies. Therefore, when “short” trades are referred to 
herein, we are referencing a hypothetical short trade within the platform and note that the 
Crypto-DAT™ will only permit such trades to be placed as hedging trades against pre-existing 
open long trades. The software, therefore, will not be able to open net short positions.  
 
  

 
1.)  Identifying market trends; 
2.)  Automation of trade openings (24 hours a day, seven days a week);  
3.)  Eliminating emotion from trading; and   
4.)  Managing all open trades for maximum profit and minimal loss. 
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Crypto-DAT™ Functions (Main Module Overview) 
 

 
 

 
Broker Module – Providing an Overview of Account(s) 

 
The Broker Module is a representation of the trader’s combined trading accounts.  The Broker 
Module will also monitor and display connection status, summarize the available fiat equity, 
trading margin where margin is used (or minimum margin requirement), unrealized P/L, and 
floating P/L.  It will also display the trader’s coin watch list with real time price quotes from 
the brokers incorporated into the platform. Additionally, it will list of all of the trader’s open 
positions.  Finally, it will provide a list of all of the trader’s working orders (trade orders waiting 
for proper conditions to execute). 
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Trends Module– Providing an Overview of Markets 

 
The Trends Module is a graphical representation of virtually the highest volume digital assets 
in the cryptocurrency market. Using sophisticated proprietary indicators, it determines trend 
direction in all supported coins in eight different time intervals (1 minute, 5 minute, 15 
minute, 30 minute, 60 minute, 240 minute, 360 minute, the Daily, and finally the weekly time 
frames.  The module displays green upward arrows, red downward arrows, and blue 
horizontal lines.  A green arrow indicates the market is trending up in the respective time 
frames. A red arrow indicates the market is trending down in the respective time frames, and 
a blue line indicates there is no prevailing trend or that the trend is uncertain. The longer the 
time frame, the longer the trend is prevailing.  These indicators help traders identify not only 
the direction of each individual market, but also the best times to enter into a trade. 
 
Right clicking on the Trends Module will toggle between the symbolic view of the markets 
(with green and red arrows) and a screen that shows a numerical indication of the market 
strength of each digital asset in each respective time frame. The market strength indicator 
consists of a calculation involving over 20 of the most popular trend indicators used by traders 
today, including RSI, CCI, a number of MacD indicators and a variety of oscillators. The 
difference between the two screens is that the arrows give us a quick graphical indication of 
what is happening, but the numerical indications provide us with more detail. A numerical 
indication gives us a better understanding of the relative speed and strength of each move in 
a given time frame. The values have a range of -100 to +100. When a trend changes, the 
numbers will be very low and increase as the trend gains strength, so a high negative number 
(which will also be red) indicates a market strongly trending to the down side, while a high 
positive number (which will be green) indicates a market strongly trending to the up side. 
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TS Matrix Module– A Unique Approach to Trade Signals 

 
The TS (Trade Signal) Matrix Module or Trade Signal Matrix Module, provides a quick 
illustration of a variety of trade signals that are typically used by traders of Forex when they 
are reviewing chart data. Some of the indicators are proprietary and were created by the 
traders who use our platform along with the developers of the platform, and the others of 
which are standard indicators. The indicators are arranged within time frames. Entry signals 
are triggered only at the beginning of a price move that corresponds with the indicator.  
 
Green arrows indicate a market that is trending upward in the specified time frame and red 
arrows indicate a market that is trending downward in the specified time frame. A blue 
horizontal line on a trade signal line means that the market for this pair is flat or that a trend 
is not able to be determined within the given time frame, but a blue horizontal symbol on an 
entry line simply means that the timing is not right for an entry position based on this 
particular signal in the specific time frame. Entry signal lines will show blue lines most of time 
and present arrows only when an entry based on this signal is appropriate. The TS Matrix 
Module informs traders, and perhaps more importantly, the automated strategies when and 
when not to enter a position based on the following indicators: 
     

 Market Strength        Average True Range       
 Crypto-DAT™ Trend Indicator  SMA(14)      
 Crypto-DAT™ Trend Indicator Entry  SMA(14) Entry                   
 Crypto-DAT™ “SRM” (Stochastics)  SMA(50)           
 Crypto-DAT™ “SRM” (Stochastics) Entry  SMA(50) Entry          
 Crypto-DAT™ “HA” (Heikin Ashi) Direction  Crypto-DAT™ Price Action Label 
 Crypto-DAT™ “HA” (Heikin Ashi) Entry  Crypto-DAT™ Price Action       
 SMA(7)  Crypto-DAT™ Price Action Entry       
 SMA(7) Entry  Crypto-DAT™ Price Action Summary 

 
The Crypto-DAT™ "SRM" indicator is a combination of Stochastics, RSI and MACD. These are 
commonly used indicators and are typically presented independently in most charting 
platforms. In our platform, however, when all three of these indicators are aligned, the 
indicator arrows will show, again, for only two bars within the respective time frame.  
 
The Crypto-DAT™ Heikin Ashi signals represent a smoothed price movement that is conducive 
to automation and as such, our prebuilt strategies frequently incorporate this.  
  
While these indicators have been highly successful for us, we will be adapting additional 
indicators as they prove reliable in the cryptocurrency trading markets. 
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Manual Deals Module–Manual Trading With Some Advanced Automation Options 

 
The Manual Deals Module was designed for rather simple and basic order entry. However, 
the trade management functions incorporated into the Module contain proprietary trade 
automation and management functions, not available with any other software of which we 
are aware. 
 
Traders will simply select the desired digital asset and will be provided the bid and ask price 
from the broker of choice and an option for the preferred order type (Market, Limit, or Stop), 
and a box to enter the desired price for the order to be executed by the broker. In addition 
to these basic trading functions, the Crypto-DAT™ offers added functionality to the trade 
through the creation of the “Deal Formula” including:    
 

a.) Providing Automatic Management of individual trades and positions, 
b.) Automating the execution of all Profit Stops, 
c.) Maximizing profits by automating Profit Trailing functions,  
d.) Automating the Dollar-Cost-Averaging function, and 
e.) Automating the creation of “Free” positions (i.e. positions already in profit). 

 
In short, this function allows a manual trade to be closed either fully or partially, at the 
trader’s chosen profit target, or to place a trailing profit stop order on a trade. A trailing profit 
stop order will follow the trade once it hits its’ profit target, placing a new sell order at a price 
somewhere below the current price (as specified by the trader) and only close the trade once 
the market moves down to the profit stop price.  
 
For example, suppose we opened a long position on XRP/USD at $1.00 and the price moved 
up to $1.10.  We might, at this point, want to place a “sell stop order” at $1.09 to guarantee 
ourselves at least a $0.09 profit, in case the market would turn on us. Then, if the market did 
turn, in the worst case, we would get stopped out at $1.09 and still take a $0.09 profit. A Stop 
Gap function accomplishes this. 
 
Now suppose we wanted that “sell stop order” to increase by $0.02 every time the price 
increased by $0.02. A Trailing Profit Stop lets us accomplish this.  For example, suppose we 
opened that same long position on XRP/USD at $1.00 and the price moved up to $1.10 and 
the Trailing Profit Stop kicked in.  Now suppose that the price moved down slightly to $1.09 
before turning back up and heading up to $1.20, before turning again and moving down to 
$1.18. At this point, we would get stopped out at $1.18 and take an $0.18 profit.      
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Manual Deals Module (Continued) 

 
Stop Loss Orders  
 
The Manual Deals Module provided both “Stop Loss” and “Dollar-Cost-Averaging” functions. 
Both are both very defensive and loss preventive maneuvers, designed to minimize losses.   
By entering a Stop Loss amount in the stop loss entry field, you are telling the platform to 
place a stop loss order at a price equal to the specified price.   
 
Dollar Cost Averaging (Simple Trade Recovery) 
 
As an alternative to stop losses, some savvy traders like using dollar-cost-averaging to reduce 
their overall cost basis. So, for example, let’s say we open a long trade on XRP/USD at $1.25 
and the trade goes $0.10 against us. By opening another long trade (in the same quantity as 
the first trade) at $1.15, we have dollar-cost-averaged our cost basis down to $1.20 and only 
need a $0.05 retracement move to break even. Suppose that the market still goes against us 
another $0.10 and we open another trade (in the same quantity as the first trade) at $1.05.  
Now our cost basis is only $1.15 and even though the marked moved $0.20 against us from 
our original trade, we are only $0.10 down on our entire position. Of course, it is unwise to 
continue like this until the currency goes to $0.00. However, by studying the major digital 
assets, you will find that much like major fiat currency pairs, most tend to retrace at least 50% 
of their moves. 
   
If a trader decides to utilize the dollar cost averaging function, built right into the software, 
the Crypto-DAT™ (“Trade Recovery Every”) will automatically open dollar-cost-averaging 
trades in dollar-cost-averaging intervals specified. If “Same as Deal Formula” is selected, the 
dollar-cost-averaging trades will contain the same deal formula as the original trade. 
 
Traders will further specify the profit, if any, at which they would like to close these recovery 
trades. 
 
Traders will be able to select a specific Open Deal Window to manage this trade and can 
therefore, manage the trade in combination with other trades if preferred.  
 
The functions contained within even the “Manual Deals Module” offer traders major 
advantages for even manually entered trades illustrating just how focused the Crypto-DAT™ 
is on bringing automation into every facet of a trader’s preferred modes of trading. 
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The Harvester Module 

 
The Harvester Module is the core of the Crypto-DAT™.  It was designed to maximize the profit 
on each trade, utilizing the various trade sequencing mechanisms incorporated into the 
Module. This is where fully automated strategies are developed. 
 
Within the Harvester Module the trader can select the digital asset they wish to trade and the 
broker with which they are choosing to execute their trades. The trader then can then set a 
variety of parameters for their automated strategies including but not limited to: 
 

1. The Ask Start Price - the price at which the first trade is initiated. 
2. The Trade Interval - the distance in price between each trade. 
3. The number of Working Orders - the total number of trades to be executed 
4. The desired Open Deals Window where the opened trades will be tracked 
5. The contingencies required prior to initiating the Harvester including: 

 Various values and/or synchronization of the trader’s chosen indicators 
 Status of other Harvesters 
 Status of various Open Deals Windows 
 Profitability, Protection of, or Exposure of other trades 
 Time of Day 
 Amount to be held in reserve  

6. Conditions for stopping the Harvester including: 
 Time of Day 
 Whether or not to start other Harvesters when this Harvester stops 
 Total aggregate profit 
 Market reversals (degree of the reversal) and preferences for handling free 

positions, open deals originating from this Harvester and Working Orders 
7. The Deal Formula- profit targets, stop gaps, trailing stops, stop loss and dollar cost 

averaging preferences for each individual trade. 
8. Advanced Trade Recovery preferences including: 

 Interval for recovery trades 
 The distance away from the losing trade that the recovery trade is initiated 
 The profit target to close the recovery trades 

 
The degree of functionality and elaborate nature of the contingency planning potential within 
the Harvester Module gives traders the freedom to build highly complex strategies quite 
unlike any other program available. 
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The Working Orders Module 

 
The Working Orders window shows all working or pending orders, which are waiting to be 
executed. This module shows the following details of each order: 
 

 The currency symbol 
 The Order ID 
 The operation (buy, sell, buy to cover) 
 The type of trade  
 The size of the trade 
 The price 
 The Harvester ID number 
 The Open Deals window to which the trade will be assigned  
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The Open Deals Module 

 
While the Harvester Module is the engine of the Crypto-DAT™, the Open Deals Module 
operates much like a supervisor. The Open Deals window contains some of the most 
important proprietary functions, most of which override some of the other software functions 
if proper conditions are met. The Crypto-DAT™ offers 10 individual Open Deals Windows and 
one Global Open Deals Window. The individual Open Deals Windows allow traders to assign 
trades to a specific window with a specific set of criteria for closing all trades in that window. 
Each Open Deals Window operates independently from the others, however, the Global Open 
Deals Window, monitors every open trade and allows the trader an additional layer of options 
for closing all trades based on the trader’s pre-set criteria. Each Open Deals Window offers 
the trader the ability to execute the following orders: 
 

 All Open Deals - This function closes all open deals on a predetermined profit target. 
It is the most superior function, because it overrides all other functions, settings, and 
Deal Formulas. 

 
 Individual Pairs -This is the same as the previous function, but applies only to each 

individual pair. 
 

 Individual Pairs and Individual Long and Short - This feature distinguishes between the 
long trades and the short trades in each individual pair.  
 

 Close All Deals with All Harvesters to Stop - This option allows the trader to stop 
Harvesters upon reaching a profit target at which point there will be no more trades 
opened until some of the Harvesters meet the conditions for new initiation of a 
trading sequence, at which time the entire process starts-up again. 
 

 Profit Trailing Dollar Risk - Very similar to a standard Trailing Stop, this is an Artificial 
Intelligence function that will automatically trail a group of trades that has been 
already earmarked to be closed at a specified profit. Its objective is to close the least 
profitable deals of the group and let the most profitable ones run, until they are 
stopped out, using the “Profit Trailing Dollar Risk” parameter. 
 

There are numerous operations in the Open Deals Window which allow traders flexibility to 
automate extremely detailed trading decisions giving our traders a clear advantage in 
executing trades around the clock. 
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Functions Under Construction 
 
We are developing the Crypto-DAT™ to be a one stop shop for everything the cryptocurrency 
trader needs and wants to know about the markets. Currently we are developing additional 
resources including, Breaking News Updates, Buy and Sell Recommendations for Manual Trading, 
ICO Recommendations Based on Our Team’s Research and Due Diligence and an Open Blog. 
 
 
Summation 
 
Global Profit Technologies, Inc. has developed what we believe to be the single most advanced 
automated trading platform ever offered to the individual cryptocurrency trader. Our platform 
allows traders to develop an unlimited number of independent trading strategies, which can be 
pre-set within the software for full automation. Our software allows a trader to simultaneously 
trade an unlimited number of digital assets, and manage and monitor an unlimited number of 
trades, provide money management on all trades by closing them at a pre-determined profit, as 
well as open and close trades in both directions with an unprecedented degree of accuracy. 
Additionally, all of this is available to traders without the trader having to learn how to code 
trading algorithms. Our traders may simply select options that suit his or her requirements and 
the platform constructs the strategy. 

 
The Closed Deals Module 

 
The Closed Deals Window is where all of your Closed Trades are listed in the Crypto-DAT™.  
In this module we can look at all closed trades or we can select closed trades on the basis of 
symbol, date opened or date closed. Each trade will show the following details:  
 

 Symbol        Close Time 
 Deal Formula  Close Price     
 The Direction  Profit/Loss on Trade                
 The Size of the Trade  Harvester ID 
 The Open Date/Time  Open Deals Window #      
 The Open Price  How the Trade Was Closed                  

 
Having the ability to monitor when and how trades were closed and other pertinent details 
of each trade affords traders the ability to fully assess the performance of their automated 
strategies so the trader can be assured of proper execution or adjust the strategy to enhance 
performance. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 
 
 
Token Distribution Schedule 
 
In order to access our software, Global Profit Technologies will create/accept our own token, 
which will be known as the Global Currency Unit (GCU).  This will be a standard ERC20 token that 
will be distributed through an airdrop and subsequently registered for trading on various popular 
exchanges. The token will be required to be submitted to Global Profit Technologies for access 
to our subscription-based license of the Crypto-DAT™.   
 

 

 

Initially 88,888,888,000 GCU will be created. 1.6 billion GCU will be sent to a separate wallet for 
marketing purposes. And the rest will be redistributed between owners, who can send it to any 
listed exchange and sell it there or keep them in their private wallet (e.g. Myetherwallet).  

 

 

 

Airdrop Token Distribution Schedule: 

1st Round: First 10,000 Recipients @ 25,000 GCUs Per = 250,000,000 Total GCU Airdrop 

2nd Round: Second 90,000 Recipients @ 5,000 GCUs Per = 450,000,000 Total GCU Airdrop 

3rd Round: First 900,000 Recipients @ 1,000 GCUs Per = 900,000,000 Total GCU Airdrop 

Total GCU Airdrop = 1,600,000,000 Tokens  

 
Total Number of GCU’s to Be Issued: 88,888,888,000 
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DISTRIBUTION DETAIL 

 

Program Details 
 

 Initial Maximum number of Crypto-DAT™ users: 100,000 
 Monthly Crypto-DAT™ License Fee: 1,000 GCU™  
 Annual Crypto-DAT™ License Fee: 10,000 GCU™  
 Lifetime Crypto-DAT™ License Fee: 100,000 GCU™  

 

The tokens will be acceptable for subscriptions costs as noted previously and will be acceptable 
directly through the company’s platform(s) as illustrated in the following depictions of the 
platform and exchange protocols.   
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PLATFORM DETAIL 
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EXCHANGE DETAIL 
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SUMMATION 
 
 
Given the massive profit potential in the emerging cryptocurrency markets, trading technology 
will undoubtedly be released to the public in significant numbers. If the markets for Forex trading 
tools are any indication of the future of cryptocurrency trading markets, we anticipate a number 
of highly ineffective products to be aggressively pushed onto the community of traders looking 
for an edge. Unfortunately, we also anticipate much of the same type of market participation as 
the EAs garnered and potentially much of the same lack of profitable results. We believe that the 
Crypto-DAT™ will provide a new standard for trade automation. We have timed the release of 
the software to be aligned with sufficient liquidity to make our system a profitable alternative to 
other systems that have provided lackluster results for unwitting purchasers. Decades of trading 
experience has taught us that timing is everything in trading. We know that the timing for our 
product launch is now right, and are pleased to enter the market with what we believe is the 
strongest offering in trade automation to date.  
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